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Abstract—In the last three decades, Boolean Satisfiability
(SAT) solvers experienced a dramatic performance revolution;
they are now used as the backend of various industrial verification engines. SAT solvers can now check logical formulas
that contain millions of propositional variables. In Satisfiability
Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers, predicates from various theories
are not encoded using propositional variables as in SAT but
remain in the problem formulation. Thus, SMT solvers can be
used as backends for solving the generated verification conditions
to cope with increasing software complexity from industrial
applications. This talk will overview automated software verification techniques that rely on sophisticated SMT solvers built
over efficient SAT solvers. I will discuss challenges, problems,
and recent advances to ensure safety and security in opensource and embedded software applications. I will describe novel
algorithms that exploit fuzzing, explicit-state, and SMT-based
symbolic model checking for verifying single- and multi-threaded
software. These algorithms were the first to verify multi-threaded
C/Posix software based on shared-memory synchronization and
communication symbolically. They are implemented in industrialstrength software verification tools, now considered state-of-theart in the software testing and verification community, receiving
28 medals at SV-COMP and Test-COMP. This achievement
enabled industrial research collaborations with Intel and Nokia.
Software engineers applied these tools to find real security vulnerabilities in large-scale software systems (e.g., memory safety in
firmware for Intel and arithmetic overflow in telecommunication
software for Nokia, neither of which had been found before).
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I. C ONTENT OF THIS TALK
Motivation. Memory errors in low-level systems software
written in unsafe (industrial) programming languages such as
C or C++ represent one of the main problems in computer
security [1]. In particular, in the MITRE ranking [2], the top
ten vulnerabilities include four types of memory errors (e.g.,
out of bounds and use after free). In addition, Microsoft reports
that around 70% of all security updates in their products
address memory issues [3], and Google reports a similar
number regarding bugs in the Chrome Browser [4].
Research Questions. In this talk, I want to answer two main
research questions based on my experience when applying
software verification techniques and tools with industrial partners:

1) Given a computer program and a specification, can
we automatically verify that the program performs as
specified?
2) Can we leverage program analysis/synthesis to discover
more software vulnerabilities than existing state-of-theart approaches in open-source applications?
Objectives. This talk discusses the past, present, and future
of software testing and verification based on SMT solving.
To achieve this goal, I will consider my existing industrial
collaborations, which helped shape my research in software
verification. I will also consider the following observations to
answer the above research questions:
• Bounded model checking (BMC) analyzes bounded program runs, thus achieving decidability.
• SAT solvers handle logical formulas with millions of
propositional variables; they are now routinely used as
the backend of various industrial verification engines.
• There exist better encodings using word-level theories,
which can cope with increasing software complexity from
industrial applications.
• Invariant inference and induction can help verify more
programs than plain BMC even if we consider verifying
security vulnerabilities in large-scale software systems.
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at UoM; he also leads the Trusted Digital Systems cluster at
the Centre for Digital Trust and Society.2 He is also affiliated
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